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Abstract
We investigate the local structure of the spaceM consisting of isometry classes of compact
metric spaces, endowed with the Gromov–Hausdorff metric. We consider finite metric spaces
of the same cardinality and suppose that these spaces are in general position, i.e., all nonzero
distances in each of the spaces are distinct, and all triangle inequalities are strict. We show that
sufficiently small balls inM centered at these spaces and having the same radii are isometric.
As consequences, we prove that the cones over such spaces (with the vertices at one-point space)
are isometrical; the isometry group of each sufficiently small ball centered at a general position
n-points space, n ≥ 3, contains a subgroup isomorphic to the group Sn of permutations of a
set containing n points.
1 Introduction
Denote by M the space of all compact metric spaces (considered up to isometry), endowed with
the Gromov–Hausdorff metric. Such M is usually called the space of Gromov–Hausdorff. We are
interested in isometries related toM. In [1] we consider finite metric spacesM such that all nonzero
distances between their points are distinct, and all triangle inequalities are strict. Such M we call
the spaces in general position. It is shown in [1] that for any n-points space M in general position,
each its sufficiently small neighborhood in the spaceMn ⊂M consisting of all spaces with at most
n points, is isometric to an open subset of Rk
∞
, k = n(n− 1)/2, where Rk
∞
denotes the arithmetic
space Rk with metric generated by the norm
∥∥(x1, . . . , xk)∥∥
∞
= maxi |xi|. In particularly, this
implies that the balls in Mn with sufficiently small equal radii and centered at spaces in general
position are isometric.
In the present paper we enhance this result. Namely, we show that for n-points spaces in
general position, their round neighborhoods in entire M, having sufficiently small equal radii, are
isometric. We construct these isometries explicitly. As a corollary, we get that the cones over such
spaces are isometric to each other as well; here by the cone CZ over a set Z ⊂M we mean the set
{λX ∈ M : X ∈ Z, λ > 0} ∪ {∆1}, where λX denotes the metric space obtained from X ∈ M by
multiplying all its distances by λ, and ∆1 is one-point metric space.
Besides that, we show that small round neighborhoods of n-points spaces in general position,
n ≥ 3, have rather rich symmetry group, namely, this group contains a subgroup isomorphic to the
group Sn of all permutations of an n-points set.
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2 Preliminaries
Let X be an arbitrary metric space. The distance between its points x and y is denoted by |xy|.
For any point x ∈ X and a real number r > 0 we denote by Ur(x) the open ball of radius r centered
at x; for each nonempty A ⊂ X and a real number r > 0 we put Ur(A) = ∪a∈AUr(a).
For nonempty A, B ⊂ X let
dH(A,B) = inf
{
r > 0 : A ⊂ Ur(B)&B ⊂ Ur(A)
}
.
The value just introduced is called the Hausdorff distance between A and B. It is well-known [2]
that the Hausdorff distance, being restricted to the set of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of
X , is a metric.
Let X and Y be metric spaces. A triple (X ′, Y ′, Z) consisting of a metric space Z, and its
subsets X ′ and Y ′ isometric X and Y , respectively, is called a realization of the pair (X,Y ). The
Gromov–Hausdorff distance dGH(X,Y ) between X and Y is the infimum of real numbers r for
which there exist realizations (X ′, Y ′, Z) of (X,Y ) with dH(X
′, Y ′) ≤ r. It is well-known [2] that
the function dGH , being restricted to the set M of all isometry classes of compact metric spaces,
forms a metric.
Recall that a relation between sets X and Y is a subset of the Cartesian product X × Y . We
denote by P(X,Y ) the set of all nonempty relations between X and Y . If piX : X × Y → X and
piY : X × Y → Y are the canonical projections, i.e., piX(x, y) = x and piY (x, y) = y, then the
restrictions of them to each relation σ ∈ P(X,Y ) will be denoted in the same way.
Let us interpret each relation σ ∈ P(X,Y ) as a multivalued mapping, which domain may be
less than the entire X . Then, similarly with the practice in the Theory of Mappings, for each
x ∈ X it is defined its image σ(x) = {y ∈ Y | (x, y) ∈ σ}; for each y ∈ Y it is defined its preimage
σ−1(y) = {x ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ σ}; for each A ⊂ X and B ⊂ Y we also have σ(A) = ∪x∈Aσ(x) and
σ−1(B) = ∪y∈Bσ−1(y).
A relation R between X and Y is called a correspondence, if the restrictions of the canonical
projections piX and piY onto R are surjective. We denote by R(X,Y ) the set of all correspondences
between X and Y .
Let X and Y be metric spaces, then for each relation σ ∈ P(X,Y ) it is defined its distortion
dis σ = sup
{∣∣|xx′| − |yy′|∣∣ : (x, y) ∈ σ, (x′, y′) ∈ σ}.
The next result is well-known.
Proposition 2.1 ([2]). For any metric spaces X and Y we have
dGH(X,Y ) =
1
2
inf
{
disR : R ∈ R(X,Y )
}
.
Definition 2.2. A correspondence R ∈ R(X,Y ) is called optimal, if dGH(X,Y ) =
1
2 disR. We
denote by Ropt(X,Y ) the set of all optimal correspondences between X and Y .
If X and Y are finite metric spaces, then the set R(X,Y ) is finite, thus, in this case, there exists
an optimal correspondence R ∈ R(X,Y ).
Proposition 2.3 ([3], [4], [5]). For any X, Y ∈ M we have Ropt(X,Y ) 6= ∅.
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For a metric space X , we denote by diamX its diameter sup
{
|xx′| : x, x′ ∈ X
}
. For any real
number λ > 0, we write λX for the metric space obtained from X by multiplying all its distances
by λ.
The next result is well-know [2].
Proposition 2.4. For any metric spaces X and Y we have
dGH(λX, λY ) = λdGH(X,Y ).
To conclude the present section, we introduce a few more necessary notions and notations.
By ∆1 we denote one-point metric space. For Z ⊂ M we define the cone CZ ⊂ M over Z as
the set {λX : X ∈ Z, λ > 0} ∪ {∆1}.
For concrete calculations related to estimations of distortions, the following notations turned
out to be useful, and they were intensively used in [6].
Notation 2.5. For nonempty subsets A and B of a metric spaces X , we put
|AB| = inf
{
|ab| : a ∈ A, b ∈ B
}
and |AB|′ = sup
{
|ab| : a ∈ A, b ∈ B
}
.
3 Local Structure of Gromov–Hausdorff Space near General
Position Metric Spaces
In the present section we define the spaces in general position and we show that the balls of equal
sufficiently small radius and centered at these spaces as isometric. Starting from this place, we
always suppose that for the finite metric spaces in consideration it is fixed the order
of their points. For convenience, the sets of points of these spaces we denote by {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 3.1. We say that a finite metric spaceM is in general position, or is a space of general
position, if all its nonzero distances are distinct, and all triangle inequalities are strict.
For a metric space X , we define the value δ(X) as the minimum of the following three numbers
(here inf ∅ =∞):
s(X) = inf
{
|xy| : x 6= y
}
,
e(X) = inf
{∣∣|xy| − |zw|∣∣ : x 6= y, z 6= w, {x, y} 6= {z, w}},
t(X) = inf
{
|xy|+ |yz| − |xz| : x 6= y 6= z 6= x
}
.
By agreement inf ∅ = ∞, for X ∈ M each of the inequalities e(X) > 0, s(X) > 0, t(X) > 0,
δ(X) > 0 implies that the space X is finite. Also, for a finite X ,
(1) s(X) > 0 holds always, and s(X) =∞ iff X is one-point metric space;
(2) e(X) > 0 is equivalent to that all nonzero distances in X are distinct; also, e(X) = ∞ iff X
consists of one or two points;
(3) t(X) > 0 is equivalent to that for each triple of pairwise distinct points from X , all triangle
inequalities are strict; also, t(X) =∞ iff X consists of one or two points;
(4) δ(X) > 0 is equivalent to that X is in general position.
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3.1 Canonical Partition
Metric spaces belonging to sufficiently small neighborhoods of spaces in general position have
uniquely determined partitions which we describe in the present section.
Proposition 3.2. Let M = {1, . . . , n} be a metric space. Then for any 0 < ε ≤ s(M)/2 and each
X ∈ M such that 2dGH(M,X) < ε, there exists a unique up to numeration by points of M partition
X = ⊔ni=1Xi possessing the following properties :
(1) diamXi < ε;
(2) for any i, j ∈ M and any x ∈ Xi, x′ ∈ Xj (here the indices i and j may be equal to each
other) it holds
∣∣|xx′| − |ij|∣∣ < ε.
Proof. Choose an arbitrary R ∈ Ropt(M,X) and put Xi = R(i). If Xi ∩ Xj 6= ∅ for some i 6= j,
then disR ≥ |ij| ≥ s(M), therefore, 2dGH(M,X) = disR > ε, a contradiction. Thus, {Xi}ni=1 is a
partition of X .
Notice that
disR = max
i,j
{
diamXi, dis
[(
{i} ×Xi
)
∪
(
{j} ×Xj
)]
, j 6= i
}
< ε,
therefore, diamXi < ε for all i, and
∣∣|xx′| − |ij|∣∣ < ε for all j 6= i. If i = j, then ∣∣|xx′| − |ij|∣∣ =
|xx′| ≤ diamXi < ε, so the item (2) holds for all i, j ∈M , even in the case i = j.
Let X = ⊔ni=1Yi be another partition of this type. Notice that no one Yi can intersect Xj
and Xk simultaneously for j 6= k, because diamYi < ε and for each xj ∈ Xj , xk ∈ Xk it holds
|xjxk| > |jk| − ε ≥ s(M) − ε ≥ ε. Thus, each Yi intersects exactly one Xj. Similarly, each Xj
intersects exactly one Yi. Since {Xi} and {Yi} are both partitions of the set X , then for each Xi,
Yj , Xi ∩ Yj 6= ∅, we have Yj = Xi.
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.2 describes one-points spaces M = ∆1 as well. In this case we have
s(M) =∞, so here we do not have upper restrictions on ε (moreover, ε can be equal to ∞). Since
2dGH(M,X) < ε, then diamX < ε. The partition {Xi} consists of exactly one element X1 = X .
The item (1) is satisfied as well by the reasons discussed above. The item (2) is regarded as valid
because its condition i 6= j cannot appear in this case.
Remark 3.4. Notice that the item (2) of Proposition 3.2 implies diamXi ≤ ε, that is weaker than
the item (1).
Let us present one more useful version of Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.5. Let M = {1, . . . , n} be a metric space. Then for any 0 < ε ≤ s(M)/2, any
X ∈ M, 2dGH(M,X) < ε, and each R ∈ Ropt(M,X) the family {R(i)}ni=1 is a partition of the set
X satisfying the following properties :
(1) diamR(i) < ε;
(2) for any i, j ∈M , x ∈ R(i), x′ ∈ R(j) it holds
∣∣|xx′| − |ij|∣∣ < ε.
Moreover, if R′ is another optimal correspondence between M and X, then the partitions {R(i)}ni=1
and {R′(i)}ni=1 may differ from each other only by numerations generated by the correspondences
i 7→ R(i) and i 7→ R′(i).
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Definition 3.6. The family {Xi} from Proposition 3.2 we call the canonical partition of the space
X with respect to M .
Remark 3.7. For #M = 1 the canonical partition of the space X consists of exactly one element,
and this element is the space X itself. If #M = 2 and the elements of the canonical partition
X = A⊔B are nonisometric, then there always exist two different numerations of this partition by
the points of the space M : X1 = A, X2 = B and X1 = B, X2 = A. For spaces with #M > 2,
e(M) > 0, and for sufficiently small ε such numerations are unique, see Proposition 3.11 below.
Proposition 3.8. Let M = {1, . . . , n} be a metric space. Choose an arbitrary 0 < ε ≤ s(M)/4,
any X,Y ∈ M, 2dGH(M,X) < ε, 2dGH(M,Y ) < ε, and let {Xi}, {Yi} denote the canonical
partitions of X and Y , respectively, w.r.t. M . Then for each R ∈ Ropt(X,Y ) there exists a
bijection ψ : M →M such that for some Ri ∈ R(Xi, Yψ(i)) it holds R = ⊔
n
i=1Ri.
Proof. Let us estimate disR. To do that, consider R′ = ⊔ni=1Xi×Yi. Then, by Proposition 3.2, we
have
disR ≤ disR′ = max{diamXi, diamYi,
∣∣|XiXj |′ − |YiYj |∣∣, ∣∣|XiXj| − |YiYj |′∣∣, i 6= j} ≤ 2ε.
Choose arbitrary x, x′ ∈ Xi, y ∈ R(x), y′ ∈ R(x′), and show that y and y′ belong to the same
Yj . Suppose otherwise, then for some j 6= k we have y ∈ Yj , y′ ∈ Yk, thus, by Proposition 3.2,
|xx′| < ε, |yy′| > |jk| − ε ≥ s(M)− ε ≥ 3ε, so disR ≥
∣∣|xx′| − |yy′|∣∣ > 2ε, a contradiction.
Swapping X and Y , we get that for any (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ R the points x, x′ belong to the
same element of the canonical partition {Xi} iff the points y, y
′ belong to the same element of the
canonical partition {Yi}.
Proposition 3.9. LetM = {1, . . . , n} and N = {1, . . . , n} be metric spaces. The distance between i
and j inM we denote by |ij|M , and the distance between i and j in N by |ij|N . Suppose that t(N) >
0, choose an arbitrary 0 < ε ≤ min{s(M)/2, 2s(N)/3, t(N)/3}, any X ∈M, 2dGH(M,X) < ε, and
let {Xi} be the canonical partition of X w.r.t. M . Define a function ρ on X ×X as follows : for
x ∈ Xi and x′ ∈ Xj we put ρ(x, x′) = |xx′| − |ij|M + |ij|N (here the indices i and j may be equal
to each other). Then ρ is a metric on X coinciding with the initial metrics on each Xi. Moreover,
if V denotes the set X with the metric ρ, then V ∈M and dGH(N, V ) ≤ dGH(M,X).
Proof. If M = ∆1, then N = ∆1, the function ρ coincides with the initial metric on X1 = X , so V
and X are equal metric spaces, thus dGH(N, V ) ≤ dGH(M,X).
Now, let #M ≥ 2. Since, by Proposition 3.2, for i 6= j, x ∈ Xi, x′ ∈ Xj it holds |xx′| − |ij|M +
|ij|N > −ε+ s(N) ≥ −ε+ 3ε/2 > 0, then the function ρ is positively defined. It remains to verify
that ρ satisfies the triangle inequality.
Let x ∈ Xi, x′ ∈ Xj, x′′ ∈ Xk be arbitrary points of the space X . We shall prove that
ρ(x, x′′) ≤ ρ(x, x′) + ρ(x′, x′′), i.e., in explicit form,
(1) |xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| − |ij|M − |jk|M + |ik|M + |ij|N + |jk|N − |ik|N ≥ 0.
Suppose first that i = j = k, then
|xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| − |ij|M − |jk|M + |ik|M + |ij|N + |jk|N − |ik|N =
= |xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| ≥ 0.
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Further, let exactly two from the three indices i, j, k equal to each other. It suffices to analyze
two cases: i = j and i = k.
If i = j, then
|xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| − |ij|M − |jk|M + |ik|M + |ij|N + |jk|N − |ik|N =
= |xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| − |ik|M + |ik|M + |ik|N − |ik|N = |xx
′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| ≥ 0.
If i = k, then, taking into account that xk ∈ Xi, we get
|xx′|+ |x′x′′| − |xx′′| − |ij|M − |jk|M + |ik|M + |ij|N + |jk|N − |ik|N =
=
(
|xx′| − |ij|M
)
+
(
|x′x′′| − |ij|M
)
− |xx′′|+ 2|ij|N .
By Proposition 3.2, we have |xx′| − |ij|M > −ε, |x′x′′| − |ij|M > −ε, −|xx′′| ≥ − diamXi > −ε.
On the other hand, 2|ij|N ≥ 2s(N) ≥ 3ε, that implies inequality (1).
At last, suppose that n ≥ 3 and i 6= j 6= k 6= i. For convenience, let us denote the three
chosen points of the space X by xi ∈ Xi, xj ∈ Xj , and xk ∈ Xk. By Proposition 3.2, for each pair
{p, q} ⊂ {i, j, k} we have |xpxq| − |pq|M > −ε and −|xpxp|+ |pq|M > −ε, so
|xixj |+ |xjxk| − |xixk| − |ij|M − |jk|M + |ik|M > −3ε.
On the other hand, |ij|N + |jk|N − |ik|N ≥ t(N) ≥ 3ε, therefore, the inequality (1) holds.
Compactness of V follows from compactness of the components Xi (these components are com-
pact because the distance between them is nonzero, thus, they are closed subsets of X).
Estimate dGH(N, V ). Let R ∈ Ropt(M,X) be the same as in the proof of Proposition 3.2,
i.e., Xi = R(i). Denote by RV the same correspondence R, but now considered as an element of
R(N, V ). Let (i, x), (j, x′) ∈ RV , then for i 6= j we have
∣∣|ij|N − ρ(x, x′)∣∣ = ∣∣|ij|N − |xx′|+ |ij|M − |ij|N ∣∣ = ∣∣|ij|M − |xx′|∣∣,
therefore, 2dGH(N, V ) ≤ disRV = disR = 2dGH(M,X).
The construction described in Proposition 3.9, namely, the transformation of a metric space X
into a metric space V , will be used for realization of local isometry in the Gromov–Hausdorff space.
However, word-by-word use of this transformation does not provide us with desirable result. The
reason is that this construction depends on the numeration of the canonical partition elements by
the elements of the space M , however, this numeration is not unique. One of the corresponding
examples was described in Remark 3.7. Another example can be easily obtain if we take as M a
metric space with nontrivial symmetry group, for example, an M such that all nonzero distances
between its points are equal to each other.
Nevertheless, when M consists of at most two points, this nonuniqueness is not essential. Thus,
the next discussion has two parts. We start with the case when M consists of one or two points,
and we finish with the case #M ≥ 3, where we impose on M some additional restrictions like
e(M) > 0, which, as it was mentioned in Remark 3.7, guarantee uniqueness of the numeration of
canonical partition elements (for sufficiently small ε).
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3.2 The Case of Spaces Consisting of One or Two Points
Let us start withM = ∆1. Then, under the notations from Proposition 3.9, we have N = ∆1 =M .
By Remark 3.3, there is no upper restrictions on ε, and the canonical partition of the space X
consists of just one element, namely, X1 = X . Then, the function ρ coincides with the initial
metric on X , and, thus, the metric space V is equal to X . Therefore, the mapping X → V is
uniquely defined and is equal to the identity map of Uε(∆1) onto itself. We denote this mapping
by DM,N,ε.
Now, suppose that M = {1, 2}, N = {1, 2}, and 0 < ε ≤ min{s(M)/2, 2s(N)/3}. Since
t(N) = ∞, then the restrictions on ε are exactly the same as in Proposition 3.9. As it was
mentioned in Remark 3.7, the canonical partition {A,B} of the space X has two numerations.
However, for each of these numerations the space V ∈ M from Proposition 3.9 is the same. Thus,
we constructed a mapping DM,N,ε : Uε(M)→ Uε(N).
Enforce the restrictions on ε in such a way that Proposition 3.8 can be useful, namely, let us
demand that 0 < ε ≤ min{s(M)/4, 2s(N)/3}. Choose arbitrary X,Y ∈ Uε(M) and put V =
DM,N,ε(X), W = DM,N,ε(Y ). Let {X1, X2} and {Y1, Y2} be the canonical partitions of X and
Y , respectively, w.r.t. M , and let R ∈ Ropt(X,Y ). By Proposition 3.8, there exists a bijection
ψ : M →M such that for some Ri ∈ R(Xi, Yψ(i)) it holds R = R1 ⊔R2. Therefore,
2dGH(X,Y ) = max{disR1, disR2,
∣∣|x1x2| − |y1y2|∣∣ : (x1, y1) ∈ R1, (x2, y2) ∈ R2}.
Since V and W differ from X and Y by the distances functions only, the R can be also considered
as an element from R(V,W ). Since the transition to V and W preserves the metrics on Xi and Yi,
then all disRi remain fixed. Besides that, the distances |x1x2| and |y1y2| were changed by the same
value |12|N − |12|M , so the values
∣∣|x1x2| − |y1y2|∣∣ remain fixed as well. This implies that for the
R considered as an element from R(V,W ), its distortion is the same as of the initial R, therefore,
dGH(V,W ) ≤ dGH(X,Y ).
Now, let us “symmetrize” the condition on ε, i.e., we demand that
0 < ε ≤ min{s(M)/4, s(N)/4}.
Then we get well-defined mapping DN,M,ε : Uε(N)→ Uε(M) which is obviously coincides with the
inverse to DM,N,ε. Therefore, dGH(X,Y ) ≤ dGH(V,W ), thus, we have proven the following result.
Proposition 3.10. Let M = {1, . . . , n} and N = {1, . . . , n} be metric spaces, n ≤ 2, and 0 < ε ≤
min{s(M)/4, e(M)/4}. Then the mapping DM,N,ε : Uε(M)→ Uε(N) is an isometry.
3.3 The Case of Spaces Consisting of Three or More Points
The next proposition guarantees, under special assumptions, uniqueness of numeration of canonical
partition.
Proposition 3.11. Let M = {1, . . . , n} be a metric space such that n ≥ 3 and e(M) > 0. Choose
an arbitrary 0 < ε ≤ 12 min{s(M), e(M)}, any X ∈ M, 2dGH(M,X) < ε, and let {Xi} and {X
′
i}
be the canonical partitions of X w.r.t. M . Then Xi = X
′
i for each i.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, the partitions {Xi} and {X ′i} differ from each other by a numeration,
i.e., there exists a permutation ϕ : M → M such that Xi = X ′ϕ(i). We have to show that the
permutation ϕ is identical.
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Suppose otherwise, i.e., that for some j it holds Xj = X
′
i, i 6= j. Since n > 0, then there exists
k 6∈ {i, j}. Put X ′p = Xk. Since k 6= j, then p 6= i. Besides that, i 6= j and i 6= k, thus {j, k}
and {i, p} are distinct pairs, therefore,
∣∣|jk| − |ip|∣∣ ≥ e(M) ≥ min{s(M), e(M)} ≥ 2ε. But for any
xj ∈ Xj = X ′i and xk ∈ Xk = X
′
p it holds
∣∣|xjxk| − |jk|∣∣ < ε and ∣∣|xjxk| − |ip|∣∣ < ε, whence it
follows that∣∣|jk| − |ip|∣∣ = ∣∣|jk| − |xjxk|+ |xjxk| − |ip|∣∣ ≤ ∣∣|xjxk| − |jk|∣∣+ ∣∣|xjxk| − |ip|∣∣ < 2ε,
a contradiction.
The next result can be proved similarly with Proposition 3.11.
Proposition 3.12. Let M = {1, . . . , n} be a metric space, n ≥ 3, e(M) > 0. Choose an arbitrary
0 < ε ≤ 14 min
{
s(M), e(M)
}
, any X,Y ∈ M, 2dGH(M,X) < ε, 2dGH(M,Y ) < ε, and let {Xi}
and {Yi} denote the canonical partitions of X and Y , respectively, w.r.t. M . Then for each
R ∈ Ropt(X,Y ) there exist Ri ∈ R(Xi, Yi) such that R = ⊔ni=1Ri.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8, there exist a bijection ψ : M → M and Ri ∈ R(Xi, Yψ(i)) such that
R = ⊔ni=1Ri. We have to prove that ψ is identical.
Suppose otherwise, i.e., that for some j it holds ψ(j) = i, i 6= j. Since n > 0, then there exists
k 6∈ {i, j}. Put p = ψ(k). Since k 6= j, then p 6= i. Besides that, i 6= j and i 6= k, so {j, k} and
{i, p} are distinct pairs, therefore,
∣∣|jk| − |ip|∣∣ ≥ s(M) ≥ min{s(M), e(M)} ≥ 4ε. But for any
xj ∈ Xj , xk ∈ Xk, yi ∈ R(xj) ⊂ Yi, yp ∈ R(xk) ⊂ Yp we have
∣∣|yiyp| − |ip|∣∣ < ε, ∣∣|xjxk| − |jk|∣∣ < ε,∣∣|xjxk| − |yiyp|∣∣ < 2ε, where the latter inequality holds because (xj , yi), (xk, yp) ∈ R and disR =
2dGH(X,Y ) ≤ 2dGH(X,M) + 2dGH(M,Y ) < 2ε. Thus, we get the following estimation:
∣∣|jk| − |ip|∣∣ = ∣∣|jk| − |xjxk|+ |xjxk| − |yiyp|+ |yiyp| − |ip|∣∣ ≤
≤
∣∣|jk| − |xjxk|∣∣+ ∣∣|xjxk| − |yiyp|∣∣+ ∣∣|yiyp| − |ip|∣∣ < 4ε,
a contradiction.
Proposition 3.13. Under the notations of Proposition 3.9, suppose additionally that e(M) > 0 and
0 < ε ≤ min{s(M)/2, e(M)/2, 2s(N)/3, t(N)/3}, then the metric ρ and the space V are uniquely
defined.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.11 which guarantees that the canonical partition of the space
X is uniquely defined.
3.4 The Main Results
Notation 3.14. In Proposition 3.13, for the spaces M = {1, . . . , n}, N = {1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 3, and
sufficiently small ε > 0, we have constructed a mapping from Uε(M) ⊂ M to Uε(N) ⊂ M which
takes each space X ∈ Uε(M) to the space obtained from X by the following replace of its metric:
if {Xi} is the canonical partition of the space X , and x ∈ Xi, x′ ∈ Xj, then the distance |xx′|
increases by |ij|N − |ij|M . Similarly with the case n ≤ 2, we denote the obtained mapping by
DM,N,ε.
Theorem 3.1. Let M = {1, . . . , n} and N = {1, . . . , n} be general position metric spaces, and 0 <
ε ≤ min{s(M)/4, e(M)/4, t(M)/3, s(N)/4, e(N)/4, t(N)/3}. Then the mapping DM,N,ε : Uε(M)→
Uε(N) is an isometry.
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Proof. Notice that for n ≤ 2 the condition of the theorem coincides with the one of Proposition 3.10,
so our theorem is proved in this case. Now, let n ≥ 3. The subsequent reasoning is very similar
with the one from subsection 3.2.
Choose arbitrary X, Y ∈ Uε(M) and put V = DM,N,ε(X), W = DM,N,ε(Y ). Let {Xi} and
{Yi} be the canonical partitions of X and Y , respectively, w.r.t. M , and let R ∈ Ropt(X,Y ). By
Proposition 3.12, there exist Ri ∈ R(Xi, Yi) such that R = ⊔Ri. Therefore,
2dGH(X,Y ) = max
i,j,k
{disRk,
∣∣|xixj | − |yiyj|∣∣ : (xi, yi) ∈ Ri, (xj , yj) ∈ Rj , i 6= j}.
Since V and W differ from X and Y by the distance functions only, then R can be considered as
an element from R(V,W ). Since the transition to V and W preserves the metrics of Xi and Yi,
the disRi remains fixed as well. Besides that, for each i 6= j the distances |xixj | and |yiyj | were
changed by the same value |ij|N − |ij|M , so the values
∣∣|xixj | − |yiyj|∣∣ remain fixed. This implies
that for the R considered as an element from R(V,W ), its distortion is the same as of the initial
R, therefore, dGH(V,W ) ≤ dGH(X,Y ).
It remains to notice that, by the symmetry of assertions imposed on M , N , and ε, all the above
constructions can be reversed, that generates the mappings DN,M,ε : Uε(N) → Uε(M) inverse to
DM,N,ε. Thus, dGH(X,Y ) ≤ dGH(V,W ), that completes the proof.
Notice that for n ≥ 3 the mapping DM,N,ε depends essentially on the numerations of the points
from the spacesM and N . In particulary, if we take as N the spaceM with some other numerations
of its points, then we obtain nontrivial and distinct from each other isometries of Uε(M) onto itself.
Indeed, if we choose in Uε(M) a space X such that the components of its canonical partition consist
of different numbers of points, say #Xi = i, then the images of such X under the mappings DM,N,ε
are not isometric to each other because no one isometry of X can nontrivially permute the {Xi}.
Let Sn be the permutation group of the set {1, . . . , n}, then for each τ ∈ Sn we denote by M τ
the metric space M for which its point i has the number τ(i). The above discussion leads to the
following conclusion.
Corollary 3.15. Let M = {1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 3, be a metric space in general position. Then for
sufficiently small ε > 0 and any τ, σ ∈ Sn, τ 6= σ, the isometries DM,Mτ ,ε and DM,Mσ,ε of the
ball Uε(M) are distinct. Thus, the isometry group of the round neighborhood Uε(M) contains a
subgroup isomorphic to the permutation group Sn.
Since, by Proposition 2.4, multiplication by λ > 0 of all distances of a compact metric space is a
homothety of the Gromov–Hausdorff space, centered at one-point metric space ∆1, and the restric-
tions imposed on ε in Theorem 3.1 are 1-homogeneous by λ, then each isometry DM,N,ε : Uε(M)→
Uε(N) generates an isometry DλM,λN,λε : Uλε(λM)→ Uλε(λN) and, as a corollary, the one of the
cones CUε(M) and CUε(N) (on ∆1 we extend this mapping by continuity).
Corollary 3.16. Let M = {1, . . . , n} and N = {1, . . . , n} be metric spaces of general position,
n ≥ 3, then for sufficiently small ε > 0 there exists an isometry of the cones CUε(M) and CUε(N)
fixed at ∆1.
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